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The Prius debuted in Japan in 1997 and then launched
overseas in the year 2000. Like any revolutionary new
product, it took a little while to catch on. But catch

on-it did. By 2003, the Prius was becoming generally recog-
nized for what it was-the wave of the future-a “smart car”
for a smarter generation. It was a turning point. The Prius
had become cool!

The car that Americans would never buy?
In the early days, marketers said the Prius could never

sell in the US. The critics insisted that the American con-
sumer would never buy a fuel efficient vehicle with a 1.5
liter gasoline engine, even if actual power output took
advantage of a second power source, an electric motor.
Gas was cheap. And “Big” was big too-large SUVs and pick-
ups were the hot sellers in Middle America. In terms of oil
prices and consumer prices, the American market in 1997
was similar to that in the Middle East today.

So Toyota shelved the idea of exporting the Prius right
away. But sales in Japan exceeded expectations. In fact,
initial orders were three times higher than expected in
just the first month. Maybe, Toyota thought, the market-
ing gurus were wrong. When a new minor change model
appeared in the year 2000, Toyota tested the waters in
North America and Europe-selling 6,500 Prius vehicles
abroad the first year-about half of those sold in Japan. It

was a slow start-but Toyota had faith in the potential of
the Prius.

How The Prius became a star
Movie stars and other celebrities have often led the

way in identifying both progressive issues-such as climate
change or the environment-and also progressive prod-
ucts like the Prius which had a strong emotional reso-

nance since it contributed to creating a more environ-
mentally friendly world. Some celebrities wanted to make
a statement about making environmentally sound deci-
sions in their role as a responsible citizen and inspire oth-
ers and the Prius was a perfect solution to their aspira-
tions. 

At the 2003 Academy Awards ceremony, all eyes were

on celebrities such as Harrison Ford, Calista Flockhart,
Leonardo DiCaprio and Cameron Diaz-each of them arriv-
ing at the famous Red Carpet in...a Prius! Suddenly, the
Prius was in the spotlight. And everybody wanted to
know more about it. Since “cool” people used this unique
vehicle, and were not shy about explaining why, the Prius
quickly became an icon of Cool.

Prius in the fast lane
America is a nation in the Fast Lane. But in California

where almost everyone relies on cars to get from A to B,
freeway congestion and air pollution issues led to carpool
lanes. These priority lanes were restricted to vehicles with
two or more persons. Imagine that you are stuck in traffic:
it’s a hot day and nothing is moving. Then, a Prius whizzes
by-with just one person in it! The government of California
had decided that low emissions vehicles should get pref-
erential treatment. Suddenly, Californians wanted the
Prius. Even a used Prius could command a premium price.

The Second Generation: 
“Cool” becomes hot

At the same time, Prius development was not standing
still. When the second generation Prius appeared in
September 2003, it was a huge step forward. Its Hybrid
Synergy Drive not only benefitted the environment to a

greater extent, but also offered substantial improvements
in power and overall performance. This new Prius was
also more stylish, inside and out-a trendy five-door hatch-
back with a stunning interior and Toyota’s legendary
attention to details, including a joystick-like shift knob
and push button start. The Prius had now become a really
Cool car and also “Hot”.

A winner worldwide
The second generation Prius was clearly a winner. It

became “Car of the Year” in North America in 2004 and “Car
of the Year” in Europe in 2005. As it caught the eye of the
public globally, other manufacturers belatedly tried to get
into the market. The Prius however continued to be
acknowledged as the only credible “Green Car”. 

In 2008, global sales of the Prius soared to 1 million
units. But Toyota did not rest on its laurels, and introduced
a third generation Prius in 2009. As the company likes to
say, “Proof is in the Prius”-sales doubled, exceeding 2 mil-
lion units in 2010. The Prius is known for its smooth accel-
eration. And sales have also accelerated-worldwide. It is
now sold in more than a hundred countries and, with the
advent of the new fourth generation model will be intro-
duced in another thirty, including the Middle East.? You
can be sure that future generations of the Prius will be ever
better. After all, the future belongs to the Prius.

The story of Prius Cool

Toyota Prius 2nd & 3rd generation image

As you prepare to unwind and rest after a long, laborious
year, it is perfectly normal to panic about the work you
have to hand over before your vacation. But no matter

how you do it, try to avoid leaving your colleagues with all the
chaos. Try these tips from the career experts at Bayt.com, the
Middle East’s leading job site, to help you get organized before
your leave:

1. Provide sufficient notice
Inform your colleagues about your leave period well in

advance of your date of absence so they can organize a time-
line that allows them to schedule their work and your work as
well, and make sure everyone has the resources they need to
do a good job.

2. Organize yourself
Failing to plan is the equivalent to planning to fail. Have a

goal in mind and organize a game-plan to get there. Create a
daily schedule before your leave and stick to it. Be punctual
and don’t postpone. Determine what projects and tasks are
critical and need your attention and allocate your immediate
efforts to those. Select what you can easily postpone and what
you can delegate without hurting results. A lion’s chunk of pri-
oritizing involves simply learning to plan and stay organized.
And the best way to organize yourself is to package all your
work in an arranged fashion and create a logical routine that
your colleagues can easily follow.

3. Train your sub
If your boss decides to appoint a temporary substitute in

your place, make sure you have ample time to train him or her.
4. Set up your email

Be sure to set up your email account so that it sends auto-
mated responses stating that you’re away on leave. Add any
relevant details as well.

5. Don’t procrastinate
Make it a point to get all your obligations out of the way

before you leave so things don’t pile up when you get back. You
don’t want to work when you are on your holiday like the 87% of
professionals who said they do work while on leave, as revealed
in our poll on holiday seasons and work (December 2014).

6. Limit distractions
Distraction from social media specifically was mentioned

as the top distraction at work by 25% of professionals in the
Bayt.com poll on distractions at work in the MENA (December
2013). Make sure to determine the appropriate amount of
time you should spend online each day. Spending too much
time on social media during working hours will not only nega-
tively affect your ability to focus and the limited time you have
to organize your tasks before your vacation, but will also
reduce your productivity. 

7. Delegate work efficiently
While 93% of professionals say that their employer expects

them to be contactable all the time, it is best to split up the
work you want to hand over in a controlled manner in order to
avoid any confusion while you’re gone. If things get chaotic at
the office it could ruin your entire vacation.

7 tips to help you 

hand over work 

before your vacation

Bayt.com weekly report

UNITED NATIONS: The world
economy stumbled in 2015, with
growth estimated at just 2.4 per-
cent this year following a nearly 60
percent drop in oil prices and an
over 20 percent fall in commodity
prices in the last 18 months,
according to a UN report released.

The repor t on the World
Economic Situation and Prospects
2016 said many developing and
former Soviet bloc countries suf-
fered a broad slowdown to the
weakest pace since the global
financial crisis in 2008. 

The growth rate compares to 2.6
percent in 2014. “ Weak global
growth continues to hurt labor
markets,” UN Assistant Secretary-
General for Economic Development
Lenni Montiel said at a news confer-
ence. “Unemployment is on the rise
in some regions, or remains stub-
bornly high in some countries. At
the same time, job insecurity is
becoming more entrenched amid

the shift from salaried work to self-
employment.”

One of the striking features is a
sharp decline in investment across
a large set of countries, said Hamid
Rashid,  chief of  the Global
Economic Monitoring Unit at the
UN Department of Economic and
Social Affairs. 

All  but five of the 20 largest
developing countries observed a
decline in investment over the last
18 months, he said. There was one
positive statistic with implications
for effor ts to combat cl imate
change: There was no growth in
energy-related carbon emissions in
2014. It was only the second time
that has happened in the past 20
years. 

The first was in 2009 when the
global economy contracted.

“This suggests that the world
may start to see some de-linking
between economic growth and car-
bon emission growth,” Monteil said.

Looking ahead, Monteil said “we
expect only modest improvement
in the global economy during the
next two years.” The report fore-
casts that global growth will reach
2.9 percent in 2016 and 3.2 percent
in 2017.

Rashid said oil  prices have
dropped signif icantly because
there is “huge oversupply in the
market.” The UN expects this excess
supply to dissipate and oil prices to
go up from around $45 a barrel
now to about $63 a barrel by 2017.

He cautioned that it is very diffi-
cult to forecast commodity prices,
but “we are reasonably optimistic
that this has bottomed out.” Rashid
said demand for commodities
including iron ore and metals
should increase as excess supplies
are used up. He said demand has
picked up in India and other coun-
tries that are doing well. “But we
don’t expect a major rebound by
any means,” Rashid said. —AP

NAJAF: Iraqis shop for second-hand clothes at a market in the holy city of Najaf, 160 km south of
Baghdad, yesterday. —AFP

UN: World economy stumbled in 2015

ADB urges 

Bangladesh 

to develop 

capital market 
DHAKA: The Asian Development Bank (ADB) encouraged
Bangladesh yesterday to use the more than $553 million it
has provided in loans to develop a capital market and
attract private investors.

Bangladesh aims to become a middle income country
(MIC) by 2021. “A well-functioning capital market can catal-
yse private sector investment in infrastructure and other
sectors creating employment and economic growth,”
Kazuhiko Higuchi, the ADB’s country director in
Bangladesh, told Reuters in an interview.

The ADB has been supporting government efforts to
develop the capital market in Bangladesh for more than
two decades and has recently signed agreements with the
government for the third such program, he said.

This will support policy actions to strengthen the capital
market regulator, boost institutional investor demand,
broaden the supply of financial instruments, and promote
a more liquid government bond market, Higuchi said, sup-
porting the drive for middle-income status. Last month 28
representatives of Bangladesh’s development partners,
meeting in Dhaka, said the government should raise
spending on infrastructure to $12 billion annually, particu-
larly for energy, transport and ports, and aim to attract pri-
vate sector investors rather than depending on aid.

During this meeting the ADB promised $5 billion in
loans to Bangladesh from 2016 to 2018, mainly to improve
infrastructure. “A strong and well-functioning capital mar-
ket can help to boost the funds dedicated for the infra-
structure development sector,” Higuchi said

The government has outlined measures to improve the
transparency and efficiency of the capital market and
encourage private sector financing in a five-year plan to
June 2020.

Higuchi said Bangladesh has made some progress in
developing its capital market but needs to do more to
strengthen its regulation. “The market participants need to
adopt information and communication technology for
enhanced effectiveness, efficiency and transparency,” he
said.

He suggested ways to broaden and deepen the capital
market, including bringing in international strategic
investors as shareholders, which would help to improve
governance and technology, and more institutional
investors, such as insurance companies. It could also tap
into demand for Islamic financial instruments. “The capital
market lacks the desired depth and breadth because of an
absence of alternative financial instruments, such as deriv-
atives and sukuks, a Sharia-compliant bond,” Higuchi said.

He said demand for securities is also hampered by unre-
liable accounting and auditing of listed companies, and
the ADB has been working closely with the government to
raise reporting standards. —Reuters


